
*Marzano’s Categories of Instructional Strategies (See Resources, below)  
**Differentiated Instruction Structure

Grade 10 History, applied (CHC2p): Governmental 
apoloGy for tHe aboriGinal experienCe—Canadian  
and World studies
Four 70–75 minute periods 

1. Role-Play and Comparison (Identifying Similarities and Differences)*

2. Think-Pair-Write-Share (Cooperative Learning)*

3.  Tiered Assignment**, Graphic Organizers (Non-linguistic Representations, 

Questions, Cues and Advance Organizers)*

4. Proofreading with Partners (Setting Objectives and Providing Feedback)*

Differentiated Instruction  
Teaching/Learning Examples

CurriCulum ConneCtions 

overall expectation:  Citizenship and Heritage
• Describe the impact of significant social and political movements on Canadian society

overall expectation:  methods of Historical inquiry and Communication
• Interpret and analyze information gathered through research, employing concepts and approaches appropriate to historical inquiry

specific expectations:
•  Describe some of the factors shaping the experience of Aboriginal peoples in Canada since 1914 and ways in which Aboriginal peoples have worked to achieve 

recognition of Aboriginal and treaty rights
• Analyze information, employing concepts and approaches appropriate to historical inquiry

learning Goals:
• Identify factors that shape the Aboriginal experience in Canada 
• Evaluate the effectiveness of the recent governmental apology, based on specific criteria

assessment and evaluation

assessment/success Criteria 

Knowledge and Understanding
•  Includes historical details that are connected to the Aboriginal experience  

and to the governmental apology

Thinking 
•  Supports opinion on the effectiveness of the governmental apology with 

information based on evaluation criteria

Communication 
• Expresses ideas and information clearly
• Uses correct spelling and grammar 

assessment tools:

• Checklist 
• Anecdotal Comments
• Rubric

materials and resourCes 

materials:
Flip chart paper
Stickers or markers for students
Audio and/or video copies of Prime Minister’s speech; see Internet Resources section, below
Supplementary material, such as texts, websites, journal/newspaper articles for student research

Appendix A: Apology Scenarios—one copy, cut into strips
Appendix B (pp.1–3): Tiered Assignment A: Apology Speech—one per student at appropriate Tier
Appendix C (pp.1–3): Tiered Assignment B: Apology Speech—one per student at appropriate Tier
Appendic D (pp.1–3): Tiered Assignment C: Apology Speech—one per student at appropriate Tier
Appendix E: Tiered Assignment Instructions—one per student at appropriate Tier
Appendix F: Governmental Apology Scoring/Decision Matrix—one per student at appropriate Tier
Appendix G: Apology Analysis Checklist—one per student
Appendix H: Rubric for Analysis of the Governmental Apology—sample rubric, as needed

internet resources:
Ministry of Education (2003). Think Literacy: Cross-Curricular Approaches, Grades 7–12 (Proofreading with Partners, pp. 112–139). See Think Literacy Library at  
 www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/studentsuccess/thinkliteracy/library.html 
Text and video of Prime Minister Harper’s Apology Speech on June 11, 2008 available at http://pm.gc.ca/eng/media.asp?id=2149     

resources: 
Marzano, Robert J., Pickering, Debra, & Pollock, Jane E. (2001). Classroom Instruction that Works: Research-Based Strategies  
 for Increasing Student Achievement. Alexandria, VA: ASCD.
Ministry of Education (2005). The Ontario Curriculum, Grades 9 and 10, Canadian and World Studies. 

differentiated instruCtion details  

Knowledge of students
Differentiation based on student:

 Readiness    Interests  Preferences: 
              Styles   Intelligences   Other (e.g., environment, gender, culture)
need to Know
•  Student readiness—i.e., students who require additional support, less complex text and the use of text features to support reading comprehension (e.g., 

headings) to determine the appropriate tier for each student

How to find out
• Prior observation of student reading and work

differentiated instruction response
 Learning materials (content)               Ways of learning (process)                Ways of demonstrating learning (product)               Learning environment 

d i

prior learninG 

Prior to this lesson, students will have:
•  An awareness of Residential Schools, the role of the Church, the Royal Commission on Aboriginal peoples, the role of Aboriginal people in World War I and  

World War II, Aboriginal relocation
•  Experience creating PowerPoint presentations, Mind Maps, newspaper articles, and editorial cartoons/comic strips (response format options for Tiered 

Assignment)
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Consolidation and ConneCtion  
• Helping students demonstrate what they have learned 
• Providing opportunities for consolidation and reflection

pairs     proofreading with partners (apology response)
Students, using the Apology Analysis Checklist (Appendix G) and Rubric for Analysis of the Governmental Apology  
(Appendix  H): 
•  In pairs, read/examine each others’ responses and provide feedback for each other. Ensure that the following question  

has been completely answered: “In light of the historical and current Aboriginal experience in Canada, how effective  
was the governmental apology? Explain.” See Think Literacy in the Materials and Resources section on the reverse of  
this folder.

• Revise their responses and hand in for evaluation

L: Proofreading with Partners

AfL (Peer): Apology Response/ 
Anecdotal Comments

AoL: Apology Response/Rubric

aCtion  
• Introducing new learning or extending/reinforcing prior learning 
• Providing opportunities for practice and application of learning (guided  independent)

Whole Class     discussion
Share the Learning Goals for the lesson; clarify as needed.

individuals/pairs     tiered assignments
The Tiers (Appendices B–D) are versions of Prime Minister Stephen Harper’s apology to Canada’s  
Aboriginal People. The versions differ in: 
• The complexity of the text
• The use of text features to support reading comprehension (e.g., headings) 
• The degree of support that students require to successfully complete the task

Use information from prior observations to determine the appropriate tier for each student.
Note: Consider using audiovisual copies of the Prime Minister’s speech to support varied Learning Styles. These can be 
found on the Prime Minister’s website; see the Internet Resources section on the reverse of this folder.

Provide students with copies of the appropriate Tiered Assignment (Appendices B–D), along with the Tiered Assignment 
Instructions (Appendix E), Governmental Apology Scoring/Decision Matrix (Appendix F) and Apology Analysis Checklist 
(Appendix G). Review these with students.  

Now, or after students have read the material, review the Rubric for Analysis of the Governmental Apology  
(Appendix H). Discuss the criteria and amend using student suggestions.

As students work, guide Tier A students in step-by-step use of appropriate reading strategies (e.g., highlighting,  
writing in margins, paraphrasing with a partner). Continue to provide students in this tier with step-by-step support  
as needed throughout the assignment.

Review the strategies with Tier B students and provide support as needed.

Students in Tier C should be able to select and use reading strategies independently, but should be monitored to ensure 
understanding.

Provide supplementary material, such as texts, websites and journal/newspaper articles for student research. Students also 
use their own class notes from work done earlier in the school year.

Provide ongoing feedback for students in all tiers.

L: Chunking of Reading Material 
and the use of a Graphic 
Organizer

AfL: Tiered Assignments A, B 
and C/Anecdotal Comments

d i

ConneCtions  
L: Literacy 
ML: Mathematical Literacy   
AfL, AoL: Assessment for/of Learning

minds on
• Establishing a positive learning environment
• Connecting to prior learning and/or experiences
• Setting the context for learning

partners/Whole Class     role-play/Comparison
Divide the class into groups of four. Give each group of four a different scenario from Apology Scenarios (Appendix A).  
The group of four divides in half. Two students role-play an effective or good apology in response to the scenario; the 
other two role-play an ineffective or bad apology.
As students present their role-plays to the class, facilitate a discussion of the characteristics of effective and ineffective 
apologies, recording these in a two-column chart on the board.

partners/Whole Class     think-pair-Write-share
Students work with a partner to share a personal experience where they felt they deserved an apology or  
needed to offer an apology.
Choosing one of these experiences, students write the scenario and an effective apology using the criteria established  
in the previous activity.
Students read their scenario and apology to the class.
Peers assess the apology against criteria. Develop a simple rating system; e.g., thumb up (effective), thumb sideways  
(could be improved), thumb down (doesn’t meet criteria).

Teaching/Learning Sequence: Grade 10 History, Applied (CHC2P):  
Governmental Apology for the Aboriginal Experience—Canadian and World Studies


